NOT SO SIMPLE? COURT CONNECTED MEDIATION IN SCOTLAND1

Abstract
This article is concerned with the recent development of court-connected mediation in the
context of ‘simple procedure’ in the Scottish sheriff courts. The article examines the policy
drivers behind the recent moves to introduce mediation in Scottish civil courts and provides a
detailed discussion of the rules providing for mediation in the new simple procedure in the
sheriff courts. The piece then critically analyses the practical roll out of mediation in simple
procedure and argues that current practice does not safeguard the crucial aspect of litigants’
informed consent to both participation in mediation and in respect of outcomes brokered
within the process. The piece hence argues that a uniform, funded system of referral to
mediation needs introduced across Scotland. It further suggests that in the quest for ensuring
that litigants without lawyers (LiPs) are in a proportionate sense able to make informed
decisions about the outcomes they sign up to mediation, lay advisors be marshalled to aid
those who find themselves mediating in the shadow of the court.
Introduction
Mediation has been present in Scotland since the 1980’s first taking root in the family sphere
and branching out to other fields including disputes relating to community, employment,
additional support needs in education and general civil, commercial and construction
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matters.2 Despite decades of promotion, however, and no small measure of over-optimism,
mediation has been stubbornly slow to develop beyond the fringes of disputing culture in
Scotland.3 One stifling factor has been the lack of any systematic linking between the Scottish
courts and mediation, recognised as a vital trigger for growth in many jurisdictions.4 The
relationship between the courts, legal profession and mediation in Scotland, as is the case in
many jurisdictions, has long been a complex, contradictory one. On the one side we can
witness the reported, initial defensive marketing and resistance of the Law Society of
Scotland5 and the somewhat luke-warm attitudes of Scottish sheriffs6 and judges towards
mediation.7 On the other hand, Scottish mediation aficionados – many of whom are lawyers
- have perhaps held a rose tinted view of mediation against a somewhat jaundiced perception
of formal civil justice through the courts.8 While pro mediation forces in Scotland had hitherto
failed to make the breakthroughs predicted9, some progress has nonetheless occurred over
recent years. Indeed, empirical research has suggested growth in different areas and
importantly, a real measure of success in terms of the mediation that has taken place.10
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Measures found in the Court Reform (Scotland) Act 201411 and court rules implemented in
pursuance of these provisions, may herald the beginning of a new era, however, in which
mediation is established firmly as the bonds forged with formal civil justice systems become
stronger. This is so because the Court Reform Act brought about significant new potential for
the embedding of mediation within the civil court process. While, as discussed below, this
has primarily taken place at the outset in the context of lower level civil disputes, these
initiatives may be seen as a launch pad for more widespread development.12 This growth can
be predicted not simply because of the terms of the Act itself but also because of the promediation stance of the current Scottish government leading to potential further
development.13
It is against this backdrop of new opportunity that this article considers the development of
court-based mediation in Scotland. The article begins by analysing some of the policy
objectives behind mediation’s promotion in Scotland followed by a discussion of the
provisions relating to mediation in the Court Reform (Scotland) Act 2014 and in particular, the
detailed rules enacted in respect of the new ‘simple procedure’. The piece then turns to its
main purpose: an analysis of some of the repercussions that widespread mediation
development in sheriff courts through the simple procedure rules may herald for the
administration of civil justice in Scotland.

The concerns here focus on the interaction

between the goals of formal civil justice, the assertion of individual legal rights and the
compromise, interests-based focus of classic, facilitative mediation. One issue that is central
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to this analysis is the important role that informed consent should play in both the act of
parties participating in mediation and also in respect of their agreeing to outcomes rendered
through the process. It is argued that the situation in Scotland needs reform as informed
outcome consent in particular cannot be guaranteed given the large numbers of litigants
without lawyers (LiPs) currently participating in court-based mediation. The article then
proceeds to making some practical suggestions as to potential delivery models of mediation
that could be applied in the Scottish court connected context. It is contended that solutions
can be found in introducing uniform referral practices to mediation in simple procedure and
also in enlisting non-lawyer party advocates in mediation to assist litigants in person.

The backdrop to mediation in the Court Reform Act
It is fair to say that mediation growth in Scotland has lagged behind comparative
developments in England and Wales. As noted above, in part this has been caused by the
relatively limited historical linking of mediation with the Scottish courts.14

Scotland’s

fundamental review of civil justice took place much later than that of its southern neighbours.
In this sense, the current reforms establishing simple procedure and its emphasis on
mediation can be seen as one of the end-products of the ‘Gill review’– the recent review of
civil justice in Scotland15. While the Gill review presented a radical vision of a new and
fundamentally reformed civil justice system in Scotland, some commentators were
disappointed with the faint praise afforded by the review team to mediation16. In Gill there
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was none of the radicalism regarding mediation found in the Woolf reforms in England and
Wales17 or abounds in civil justice reform processes across the globe18. Instead, a cautious,
arguably unimaginative approach to mediation was outlined.19 The limited appreciation of
mediation was in part at least the product of the review’s evidence base – a rather select
literature survey of Alternative Dispute Resolution processes with the somewhat stringent
critique of Professor Dame Hazel Genn on the impact of the reforms promoting mediation
within the courts in England and Wales to the fore20.
Although the Scottish Government was generally fulsome in its praise of the Gill review, it
took a more critical stance in respect of its limited scope relative to mediation and signalled
that promotion within the civil justice system would require additional steps beyond those
set forth by the review team. In its response it stated that
…mediation offers significant opportunities for parties to reach an acceptable
settlement of disputes, potentially at less cost to the public purse, and often with less
distress and inconvenience to the parties…. [and] agrees that the… [r]eview
recommendations concerning mediation are generally worthwhile, but is not
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persuaded that, by themselves, they will support a major shift towards ADR. It will
therefore consider what further options may be available and affordable.21
This pro-mediation government rhetoric has been transformed into reality in a range of
different ways. For example, moves are currently afoot to further develop use of the process
in the planning context,22 in land disputes23, and legal aid has been extended in recent years
to cover mediation in some circumstances.24 More recently, the Scottish Government and
Scottish Legal Aid Board have in principle supported a pilot “Family Dispute Resolution
Information Meeting” scheme in which parties to child contact actions in some sheriff courts
will be required to attend meetings with mediators to explore the possibility of using
mediation to resolve their disputes.25

Mediation is also encouraged by way of a recent

Practice Direction applying to the new procedure for commercial actions in the Court of
Session.26 Finally, a recent report of Scottish Parliament’s Justice Committee has produced
proposals setting out ways to help further expedite growth in Alternative Dispute
Resolution.27
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The policy context to mediation’s development
The state sponsored promotion of mediation in Scotland has not taken place in a vacuum. It
occurs in a time when civil justice delivery is under pressure. Lacking the political clout of its
criminal counterpart, as has been in noted in the context of England and Wales, in times of
austerity civil justice is a soft target for public funding cuts and further barriers to user
access.28 It was clear from the outset in the Gill review process that there would be no ‘new
money’ for civil justice system reform. Indeed, chiming with civil justice reform in England
and Wales part of the remit of the Gill review was to render the courts more efficient not only
for system users but also for the State.29 In its response to Gill the Scottish Government noted
that
In taking forward the reforms, we will need to take full account of the pressure on
public finances. This will significantly constrain investment in system improvements
or transitional costs… We cannot accept that the waste and inefficiency identified by
Lord Gill should be a permanent feature of the civil justice system, and must be
prepared to take radical steps where necessary to address them.30
The response continued,
Lord Gill‘s recommendations … need to be considered against the scale of the tasks
performed by… courts, and implemented at a time of almost unprecedented pressure
on public expenditure. A reasonable estimate of total public expenditure on civil
justice in Scotland is £150m, of which £25m is recovered in fees charged. The
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pressures on public spending are such that substantial savings will require to be found
over the next few years in all of the budgets which make up this total.31
That civil justice requires rationing is not disputable and systems throughout the Globe have
grappled with tightening budgets and the need to limit state expenditure in areas such as
legal aid.32 England and Wales has seen significant civil justice reforms of late to encourage
settlement and slim down the costs of civil justice delivery, including most notably perhaps
the proposed new on-line court33. Such radical steps have not yet been promoted in Scotland.
Nonetheless, there is significant evidence of the further rationing of Scottish civil justice
inherent in the Gill reforms including the creation of a new, lower-tier and less-well
remunerated judiciary34 as well as a hike in the jurisdictional limits of the Court of Session to
£100,000 thus channelling more business to the lower courts35. Shifts to full cost recovery
through rising court and tribunal fees are also a feature of modern Scottish civil justice.36 A
fundamental review of legal aid provision in Scotland is also underway and ensuring further
efficiency in the system is certainly on the agenda.37
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Against this policy backdrop, there is no doubt that the Scottish government perceives
mediation as a potential way to make savings from the public purse. In terms of historical
comparatives, this view is redolent of the ‘efficiency proponents’38 who sought to drive court
connected mediation to cut expenditure in the administration of civil justice in the aftermath
of the 1976 ‘Pound Conference’ in Minnesota, USA.39 Critics may thus argue that mediation
is promoted by governments primarily as a cost saving measure especially in respect of lower
value disputes which, in the name of freeing up judicial time, can be syphoned out of the
formal court system without paying due regard to the rights of those channelled into the new
programmes.40
Nonetheless, beyond the pull of efficiency, the Scottish government also seems motivated by
the promise that mediation may deliver superior outcomes for those who use it. As noted
above, in its response to Gill, the Scottish Government pointed to the possibility of mediation
resolving matters with less “inconvenience and stress” for the parties.41 At the Scottish
Mediation Network annual conference in 2016, the Communities Minister Marco Biago MSP
pointed to the wider benefits of the process when he noted that ‘[m]ediation and the values
of mediation are at the heart of what we want to see in society and government in Scotland.’42
This view is redolent of those held by the pioneering ‘quality proponents’43 of mediation in
the USA focusing on the transformative power of the process to cement relationships, provide
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more meaningful outcomes for parties in dispute and lead to more harmonised communities.
These twin agendas of ‘efficiency’ and ‘quality’ are not necessarily easy to reconcile, however
– an issue returned to below in respect of mediation’s place in simple procedure.
Legal provisions relating to mediation in simple procedure
In terms of general powers, sections 103(2)(b)(i) & 104(2)(b)(i) of the Court Reform Act
2014 enable the Court of Session44 by Act of Sederunt to make provision for rules
‘encouraging settlement of disputes and the use of alternative dispute resolution
procedures’ in the Court of Session and Sheriff courts. Furthermore, by dint of section 75,
‘the power to make provision relating to simple procedure…under section 104(1) is to be
exercised so far as possible with a view to ensuring that the sheriff…—
 (a)is able to identify the issues in dispute,
 (b)may facilitate negotiation between…parties with a view to securing a settlement,
 (c)may otherwise assist the parties in reaching a settlement,
 (d)can adopt a procedure that is appropriate to and takes account of the particular
circumstances of the case’
The new ‘simple procedure’ was introduced on 28th November 2016 and replaced the preexisting ‘small claims’ and ‘summary cause procedures’ in Scotland’s sheriff courts. Simple
procedure is designed to be flexible, informal and relatively quick and is used to settle cases
below a value of £5,000. In pursuance of the powers set out in the Court Reform Act, the
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Scottish Civil Justice Council45 has since produced rules for Simple Procedure since adopted
as rules of court as found in the Act of Sederunt (Simple Procedure) 2016, Schedule 1.

The prominence given to mediation46 throughout the new rules is stark with the agenda of
‘efficiency proponents’ firmly in the foreground. First, rule 1.1(1) states that ‘the simple
procedure is a court process designed to provide a speedy, inexpensive and informal way to
resolve disputes’. This idea is expanded upon in Rule 1.2(1) where it is stated that ‘[c]ases are
to be resolved as quickly as possible, at the least expense to parties and the courts’.47 Rule
1.2 (2) further notes that ‘[t]he approach of the court to a case is to be as informal as is
appropriate, taking into account the nature and complexity of the dispute’. So the three main
driving elements of the procedure seem to be speed, informality and low cost and clearly
linked to the efficiency aims at the heart of Gill, designed to reign in public costs and free up
judicial time. While the notion of ‘informality’ could pertain to efficiency through dispensing
with costly and time consuming legal formalities it may also point to a greater accessibility for
users and perhaps flexibility in resolution - matters that are consonant with the goals of
quality proponents to achieve superior outcomes and more humane processes.
In pursuance of these broad objectives, the new rules place an obligation on parties to seek
out the possibility of using mediation or negotiating their own settlement and furthermore
caution the parties only to make use of adjudication when it is absolutely necessary. So the
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notion of ‘justice as last resort’ – broadly rejected by Gill48 - is alive and well in the rules.
According to Rule 1.2(4), ‘[p]arties are to be encouraged to settle their disputes by negotiation
or alternative dispute resolution, and should be able to do so throughout the progress of a
case’. Rule 1.2(5) states that ‘[p]arties should only have to come to court when it is necessary
to do so to progress or resolve their dispute’. These litigant-centred obligations are bolstered
by duties imposed on the sheriff49 to encourage out of court settlement. Rule 1.4(3) stipulates
that ‘[t]he sheriff must encourage cases to be resolved by negotiation or alternative dispute
resolution, where possible’ and under 1.4(4) ‘If a case cannot be resolved by negotiation or
alternative dispute resolution, the sheriff must decide the case’.
Furthermore, under Rule 1.5(5) ‘[p]arties must consider throughout the progress of a case
whether their dispute could be resolved by negotiation or alternative dispute resolution’.
Underpinning the role of the sheriff in promotion of mediation, rule 1.8 empowers the sheriff
to ‘do anything or give any order considered necessary to encourage negotiation or
alternative dispute resolution between the parties.’ Finally, by dint of rule 1.5(6) a further
obligation holds that ‘[p]arties must approach any negotiation or alternative dispute
resolution with an open and constructive attitude’. 50
There can be no doubt from reading the rules that diversion away from formal adjudication
is a key driver of the rules promoting mediation (as well as party negotiation). There has been
significant evidence of the negative experiences of parties in small claims courts 51 and the
documented frustrations of sheriffs in guiding hapless party litigants through the procedural
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Research has suggested that sheriffs value the work that

mediation and other in-court settlement services can offer and that hence they may keen to
jettison cases in favour of these alternative routes.53
In terms of how references to mediation may take place, in theory these can occur at various
different stages of the proceedings. When a respondent disputes the claim, the sheriff must
first consider the matter in private and issue ‘first written orders’ to the parties.54 One such
order permissible at this stage is to refer the parties to alternative dispute resolution.55 If the
sheriff at first written order has arranged a ‘case management discussion’,56 then at that
juncture again the sheriff may ‘discuss negotiation and alternative dispute resolution with the
parties’ 57 or ‘refer parties to alternative dispute resolution’.58 Furthermore, if the case has
been taken to full hearing the sheriff is empowered at this stage to refer parties to alternative
dispute resolution.59 The new provisions hence adopt a ‘belt and braces’ approach with a
spate of rules imposed both upon parties and the sheriff encouraging use and three different
procedural stages in which mediation may be referred to.
At the time of writing, it is not clear absolutely how the rules are being brought into practice
throughout the country. Anecdotally, however, reports suggest that a variety of approaches
can be found. In Glasgow, parties are referred to the free local Strathclyde University
mediation scheme at first written orders.60 In some geographical areas parties have at ‘first
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orders’ been referred to the Scottish Mediation ‘National Mediation Helpline’61 where
mediation is available for a cost of £100. Elsewhere, including Edinburgh, Paisley, Glasgow
and Falkirk, case management conferences are used to refer to on the spot mediation services
in court.62 Reports also suggest that at times sheriffs have ‘ordered’ parties to mediate raising
the spectre of compulsory mediation.63
.

The potential impact of court connected mediation in simple procedure
Existing evidence of court connected mediation in Scotland
Prior to analysing the potential impact of the simple procedure provisions on mediation, it is
worth briefly examining what is already known about court connected mediation in Scotland
at the present time. There is some limited data available. The most prominent research
pertains to the pilot mediation programmes that operated out of Glasgow and Aberdeen
sheriff courts between 2006 and 2008.64

Added to this is the evaluation undertaken in

respect of the Edinburgh sheriff court pilot mediation programme in 2002.65 Furthermore,
there exists data collected by the Strathclyde University Mediation Clinic66 as well as recent
research commissioned by the Scottish Legal Aid Board into in-court mediation (and in-court
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advice schemes).67 In the main, the available research relates to mediation in the context of
the old ‘small claims’ procedure.68
Taking the current evidence base as a whole it is possible to make the following general
observations: mediation can be considered broadly a success at least in terms of its ability to
broker settlements.69

Settlements produced seem to be frequently honoured and

importantly adhered to more often than comparable court outcomes.70 Satisfaction rates of
parties who have engaged in mediation again tend to be high and where the data exists,
outstrips that of those parties whose cases were resolved through traditional civil court
proceedings.71 That this is so is no real surprise. Surveys of claimants in the Scottish courts
have suggested that aside from monetary compensation, they seek a number of other
outcomes beyond the gift of the judiciary including apologies, explanations and assurances
that the conduct they are complaining of will not happen to others.72 Mediation has the
potential to yield up a wide array of potential outcomes thus meeting the personal desires or,
one might say, the ‘personal’ justice needs of participants.73 Evidence from the Glasgow and
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Aberdeen scheme also point to costs as well as time savings to be made with regard to
mediation use for both parties and the State74.
Data from some of those providing mediation in simple procedure echoes the generally
positive noises made in previous studies75. From May 2017 to January 2018, the Edinburgh
sheriff court programme reported 46 mediations taking place with a settlement rate of 70%.
For the same period, across a range of sheriff courts the Strathclyde Mediation programme
reported 76 cases occurring with a 61% settlement rate.76 Importantly, in common with
previous Scottish studies, a high percentage of mediated outcomes are reportedly honoured
by the parties without any further enforcement proceedings77.
The Scottish research as a whole indicates, however, that the numbers of cases mediated
were relatively low and there to appear to subsist a range of barriers to mediation’s
acceptance, not least from the legal profession.78 Against the somewhat positive evidence
gleaned thus far in Scotland, allied to the suspicion of resistance from users and legal advisors,
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governmental initiatives to encourage further use – such as those in simple procedure rules may be considered compelling.

Critiques of court connected mediation
Despite the rather rosy picture painted above, existing Scottish studies do not tell us how the
outcomes brokered in mediation comport with formal justice outcomes. Critics suggest that
participants in mediation run the risk of being short-changed in justice terms – even when
they express subjective satisfaction with the process.

In short, the argument runs that

settlement rates and party satisfaction are no proxies for justice where legitimate legal
entitlements are compromised and recrafted as mere disagreements79.

As Genn has

suggested, ‘mediation is not about just settlement, it is just about settlement’80. Amplifying
this view, more explicitly she posed the question, ‘[a]re mediators concerned about
substantive justice? Absolutely not... There is no reference to the hypothesised outcome at
trial. The mediator does not make a judgement about the quality of the settlement.’81 The
fact that many litigants in simple procedure are likely to be LiPs is important here. The power
Imbalances inherent in many cases –for example when one party is legally represented and
the other is not, or where one LiP is more knowledgeable, forceful or confident than the other
– may not be alleviated in facilitative mediation where mediators cannot take sides and the
norms upon which outcomes are crafted emanate from the parties themselves.82 Although
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there is no evidence of this in Scotland at present, the argument follows that the potential
thus exists for settlements to be deficient in formal justice terms.
These problems may be compounded if mediators work in broadly unregulated ways and in
particular if they operate under efficiency targets or need to prove their worth in public
expenditure terms. As discussed above, the efficiency drive for mediation in Scotland exists
in government rhetoric as well as in the simple procedure rules themselves. Brazil has noted
in the US context that when courts emphasise the efficiency elements of diversion to
Alternative Dispute Resolution they may ‘elevate ends over means; that is, to care more,
perhaps appreciably more, about 'getting a deal' than about how they conduct themselves’.83
On the issue of the justice gap in court based mediation of course legal norms are only one
of a wide range of factors that parties may see as relevant in terms of influencing a certain
desired outcome to a dispute. A pluralistic approach posits that justice is not the monopoly
of the law but rather can also be found in a wider array of values and norms of importance to
parties in dispute84. Court adjudication may in fact fall down by the way the discourse of the
dispute is shaped and compromised by the law85 by the fact that parties’ participation in the
process may be limited or undignified86 or by the way available legal remedies may not in fact
meet either party’s underlying interests.87 It has been argued that there may be a form of
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personal justice thus found in mediation which is better reflective of parties’ needs 88 – even
if it not necessarily consonant with formal justice outcomes.
Underpinning legal norms may indeed be one of a range of issues discussed in mediation and
may in practice influence outcomes agreed. It is clear, however, that parties in mediation in
pursuit of their own desired outcomes, may be willing to sacrifice a particular legal
entitlement to attain an agreement that better reflects their underlying interests and needs
or entails a more humane process. So even if an analysis of court based mediation practice
in Scotland were to suggest that mediated agreements looked sub-par in legal terms, it would
not necessarily provide an indication of whether or not those outcomes were deficient in
terms of fairness. Knowledge of potential outcomes and legal entitlements is king here,
however. A compelling argument is that parties may indeed be willing to sacrifice potential
legal rights at the altar of wider interest maximisation but to do so they must have some
cognisance of what they are giving up. To reframe this we might say that to ensure that
mediation schemes comport with the justice missions of the civil courts within which they are
located, parties must provide informed consent both to participate in mediation – a process
not fundamentally concerned with the assertion of legal rights - as well as to any outcomes
that they agree to in mediation. It is to such issues that we now turn.
Informed consent
Informed consent is a well-established concept in a number of fields, including with regard to
decisions taken in respect of potential courses of action in the context of the doctor/patient
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field as well as the lawyer/client relationship89. There are two aspects to informed consent –
one is the explanation to the client of the consequences of participation in a particular
process, decision or step. The second is to ensure that the client is able to comprehend the
information tendered and consents to the course of action described.90 Academic study has
analysed the import of informed consent in the field of mediation in respect of two main
aspects91. The first is what is termed as ‘participatory consent’ – where a party consents to
initial engagement in mediation (as well as continuous involvement) and the other is
‘outcome consent’ where the party consents to an outcome brokered in mediation. While
arguably participatory consent is uncontroversial and indeed an essential feature of court
connected mediation,92 outcome consent is beset with theoretical and practical difficulties.
Both issues are examined below in the context of mediation in Scottish simple procedure.
Participatory consent in simple procedure mediation
Simple procedure rules repeatedly point to the ‘encouragement’ of parties to engage with
mediation. As noted above, however, reports indicate that some sheriffs are ordering
litigants to mediate. Whether compulsion is intended within the rules or not is unclear93 but
where shrieval encouragement is made robustly we might expect litigants to be susceptible
to viewing such promptings as instructions to be followed without question.94 Even in
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mandatory mediation, however, informed consent to continue with the process once begun
is still important. This is so because mediating parties are generally free to leave at any time
and not bound to continue until a reaching settlement.95
For informed participation consent to be achieved, either or both at the time of referral and
within the mediation itself, parties need to be made aware of exactly what it is they are
signing up to and then consent to their involvement in that process. This is not necessarily
simple to achieve. Mediation is relatively unknown to those who have not used it.96 In its
classic facilitative guise, mediation involves an independent third party who does not take a
decision, nor advises the parties what to do, nor provides views on the respective strengths
of the parties cases or appropriateness of any offers made. Uninitiated parties may wonder
exactly quite what the mediator will actually do. Explaining the mediation process and the
roles of mediator and parties within it in a manner understandable to those new to the game
is no easy task. This may be particularly so when one considers the context in which courtconnected mediation takes place. Despite explanations to the contrary, uninitiated LiPs mired
as they are in court proceedings, may expect the process to entail some manner of decision
making on their behalf and an element of legal determination.97
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Such difficulties are compounded by the fact that different mediation styles abound where
one form of mediation may be barely recognisable to another. It seems thus essential that in
gaining participatory consent parties are painted an accurate picture of the process and the
role of the mediator that will unfold. So, for instance, a mediator or mediators may operate
in the classic, facilitative style and/or engage in evaluative techniques,98 or adopt
‘transformative’ approaches.99

Equally, in respect of the terms of agreements reached

between the parties, a typical ‘norm-generating’ method may be deployed where the norms
underpinning any outcome are agreed upon by the parties. By contrast, mediators be seek
to influence the terms of agreement and adopt ‘norm-educating’ or even ‘norm-advocating’
approaches.100 Mediators may prefer private meetings or operate to keep parties together
at all times. Issues such as ground rules for party conduct, neutrality and confidentiality
require adequate explanation too.
In terms of where parties may get information about mediation from, much hinges on the
mode of referral. As noted above, parties may at ‘first orders’ be required or advised to
contact mediation providers or may be referred on the spot to an in-court service at a case
management conference or at full hearing. So information upon which to base a decision
whether or not to participate in mediation may be provided in writing through information
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on leaflets or websites, over the phone or in person from a range of different potential
providers.
In relation to these ‘intake’ conversations – whether via phone or face to face discussion - one
of the potential problems with gleaning participants’ informed consent therefrom is that at
least arguably the focus may be on conversion rather than laying out full information - warts
and all - upon which parties may make an informed choice as to whether to mediate or not.
This may be so because some mediators are known to have a deeply held, often evangelical
belief in their process.101 It is also recognised that resistance to mediation is often strong in
would-be users and their lawyers.

Some of this intransigence is built on unsteady

foundations, comprised of false and distorted perceptions about the process and thus needs
to be strongly rebutted.102 Additionally, mediators may fall under pressure to prove that their
service works and that they convert a sufficient number of leads to render their offering viable
in economic terms. Thus, there seems at least a danger that mediation information sessions
may become more of an exercise in persuasion rather than a neutral mapping out of the
process designed to elicit the informed consent of potential users to participate.
To be fair, a survey of information available from different mediation providers in Scotland
currently suggests that (at least in writing) they seek to provide information to would-be users
in an accessible, comprehensive fashion.103 There is no available evidence suggesting a sales-
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pitch mentality to mediation intake in Scotland.

Nonetheless, such approaches can be

detected elsewhere in the UK. In this sense, there has been significant interest from the UK
mediation community in the work of Liz Stockhoe, and the lessons that can be learned from
utilising the Conversation Analytic Role-Play Method (‘CARM’) approach104 to aid conversion
in mediation intake sessions. In general, the research suggests what to say and not say –
those patterns of conversation must likely to lead to successful conversion of potential clients
and those that are more prone to shutting down opportunities for mediation. So for example,
the Brighton and Hove Mediator’s Newsletter draws on this research in an article entitled,
“How to sell mediation“105. It contains advice about how to “convert clients”. Some of the
more eye-catching instructions include “Do not remain impartial at the expense of losing
clients”; “Do not say that mediators have no power and do not take sides”. It should be
recognised that as mediation develops further in Scotland providers in Scotland may not be
immune to the attractions of mimicking this approach.
Aside from intake conversations, there is additionally an opportunity to glean informed
consent to continue with mediation in the session itself. The opening statement in mediation
may typically reiterate key aspects of the process that already relayed to the parties in their
intake transaction.106

At this juncture, mediators may stress their neutrality, the

confidentiality of the process, the fact that parties remain in control of the settlement, and
also seek to explain the general procedure to be followed and any ground rules around party
conduct in the mediation. It is possible, however, that parties may not digest information
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proffered at this stage because of their emotional state at the beginning of a mediation. As
Genn highlighted in respect of court connected mediation in the London County Court, ‘the
commencement of the mediation was often a tense time. Many parties had not
communicated, let alone been face to face, since the dispute began. As a consequence, when
parties first entered the meeting room for the opening session there was a sense of anxiety
and awkwardness’.107

Informed Outcome consent
Gaining parties’ informed outcome consent is troublesome for mediators.

Mediators

deploying the classic, facilitative approach do not typically take on responsibility for the
substantive fairness of outcomes, leaving the parties to determine what is fair and just for
them, although they may ask ‘reality testing’ questions designed, for example, to help parties
think about the legal strengths of their cases.108
Jacqueline Nolan-Handley has suggested that in the context of court connected mediation,
informed outcome consent is essential to comport with the justice missions of civil courts.109
This is commensurate with the idea expressed above that parties may prefer to sacrifice
potential legal rights in favour of interest maximisation, but that parties should exercise a
conscious choice to do so in the full knowledge of those rights. The argument continues that
if parties in mediation do not appreciate their legal position, including potential litigation
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outcomes, then they are unable to make informed decisions and negotiate a settlement that
is objectively fair.110
It can be argued thus that it should fall to mediators, operating in the shadow of courts, to be
responsible for ensuring the informed consent of the parties to outcomes brokered therein.
Nolan Handley sets out a sliding scale of obligations ranging at the one end from a contractual
approach where the extent of information to secure outcome consent to be provided by the
mediator is set out in their agreement with the parties. This would apply in respect of legal
assisted parties mediating on a voluntary basis outside of the court process. At the other end
of her scale lie LiPs, pressured into court-connected mediation programmes, where a fuller
level of information disclosure to allow informed outcome consent to take place is
required.111
Such an approach is perhaps redolent of a ‘norm educating’ model of mediation112 in that it
becomes incumbent upon mediators to provide information about the possible legal
ramifications of the dispute before them against which parties can weigh potential
outcomes.113 Whether a mediator can ensure such consent is questionable, however. Robert
Baruch Bush was one of the first commentators to flag up the ethical complexities for
mediators in handling the issue of informed outcome consent.114 He posed a number of
theoretical questions around how mediators might respond in different situations in which
informed outcome consent might be lacking. As he noted,
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It happens with some frequency that one of the parties is ignorant of a legal rule that
would operate in his favor, and which the mediator knows of. That is, the party is on
the verge of making a settlement on certain terms, when if the legal rule were known
to him, he would be able to get more favorable terms or might not settle at all. The
question here is whether the mediator should provide the information to the part - or
hint to him that he should do further research, or otherwise put him on notice - or do
nothing. If the mediator does something to bring the information to the party's notice,
he preserves the opportunity for meaningful consent, but he runs the risk of crossing
the line that separates mediation from legal advice and advocacy.115
Equally, providing information about possible legal outcomes may clearly prejudice the
negotiating position of one party over the other and damage perceptions of neutrality.
Informing the parties of their legal rights may also increase the potential of liability for
(mis)information provided by the mediator116 and also poses a question around the ability or
qualification of the mediator to provide such information. Moreover, the mediation process
should not be conflated with legal process; the way that the evidence is presented to a
mediator may not in any case be conducive to taking a proper view on its legal merits. Hence,
any information or advice tendered by a mediator in this regard can only be qualified at best.
Reflecting this dilemma it is notable that the Scottish Mediation code of practice for
mediation makes no reference at all to informed outcome consent, stressing instead mediator
impartiality and respecting the self determination of the parties.117 The same is true in other
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jurisdictions. Standard 1.A.2 of the 2005 US Model Standards for Mediator Conduct,118 for
example, states that ‘[a] mediator cannot personally ensure that each party has made free
and informed choices to reach particular decisions, but, where appropriate, a mediator
should make the parties aware of the importance of consulting other professionals to help
them make informed choices’. Other codes of conduct actively require a mediator to allow
unrepresented litigants to have any agreement reached by them in mediation reviewed by
lawyers. The New Mexico guidelines for mediators state that ‘If the mediation parties are not
represented by counsel at the mediation, the mediator should afford them the opportunity
for review of any agreement by an independent attorney or other consultant before it is
signed’.119
Building on this latter point, removing the responsibility of the mediator to ensure informed
outcome consent does not necessarily mean that the process as a whole should not strive to
achieve the same. Informed outcome consent can alternatively be tackled by the provision
of legal advice and assistance either in or after the mediation. Mediation advocacy is a
growing area for training for lawyers in the UK.120 In many Scottish contexts lawyers are
currently involved in assisting parties within mediation sessions121 and in others, lawyers
provide advice outside of mediation prior to any draft agreements being signed up to.122
More generally it can be said that although evidence suggests that lawyers can sometimes
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scupper negotiations in mediation and reduce client empowerment, the input of lawyers can
help alleviate power imbalances that may otherwise exist, assist clients to resist the overtures
of overly zealous mediators and also improve participants’ perceptions of substantive justice
in mediated outcomes.123
The kind of mediation that may arise in the context of simple procedure, however, often
entails LiPs on one or both sides. The research into the Glasgow and Aberdeen in-court pilots
found relatively few legally represented litigants in mediation.124 Equally, lawyers will often
simply not be available to review agreements reached in mediation even if mediators were
compelled to give provide litigants with the opportunity to seek legal advice on potential
settlements prior to final agreement. Civil legal aid in Scotland is not currently available in
simple procedure and thus this trend is likely to continue.

Charting a way ahead for mediation in Scottish simple procedure
Uniform referral to mediation
As a general issue, clearly the aims of civil justice as articulated in the Gill reforms to provide
proportionate justice –balancing speed and efficiency with quality of outcomes and
experience for users – is better met by a consistency of approach in recourse to mediation
rather than the current patchwork of different systems in place at present. In this vein,
despite concerns about the introduction of a mandatory element, compulsory referral to a
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mediation information session in all cases – perhaps at a case management conference125 may be the best vehicle for ensuring consistency of practice and the balancing of the overall
aims of the system. Compulsion is attractive from a policy stance in particular if one believes
– as the evidence would suggest - that resistance to mediation amongst disputing parties
(and their advisors) is often strong (and perhaps misguided) and there are significant
economic (and other) benefits to be gleaned from the process. Nonetheless, the debate
over mandatory mediation continues to rage in the UK and the critique of compulsion
remains strong. It may, for example, be argued that compulsion is antithetical to the ethos
of mediation. Compulsion may be seen as fruitless if parties do not seek to negotiate their
case and moreover, may amount to an abrogation of civil rights to access courts.126
The proposal in this paper, however, is not for compulsory mediation but simply an obligation
to seek information on the process. This can be seen as consonant with providing informed
participatory consent in so far as the approach truly focuses on information sharing and that
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alternative pathways for dispute handling do exist. This approach is designed to bring about
a consistency in mediation referral in simple procedure, allowing equal access to information
on the process and a clearly defined route into mediation.
Compulsory reference to mediation information is not without precedent in the UK. In
Scotland such a system mirrors the compulsory reference to discussions about ACAS
conciliation that is required in the Employment Tribunal context127 and the reference to
Mediation Information and Assessment Meetings (MIAMS) in family actions in England and
Wales128. As noted above, the simple procedure rules can be interpreted in such a fashion as
to entail compulsory reference to mediation and indeed, this appears to be occurring already
as a sheriff-led initiative in some areas.129 Compulsory referral to mediation information
could, it is submitted, thus be developed without any need to reform the general law
pertaining to mediation in Scotland although it may be desirable for the simple procedure
rules to be amended to make express provision for this.
Even though evidence arising from the use of MIAMs in England and Wales in family actions
is mixed, it does not mean that as a concept this approach is not without merit. Some of the
criticism of MIAMs in the family context in England has emanated from the poorer than
expected take up of full mediation, although on a more positive note the recent MOJ study
suggests a conversion rate from MIAM to mediation between 66-76%.130 Conversion itself
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should not be the goal, however, but rather an opportunity for parties to make informed
decisions as to whether to participate or not.
Tackling Informed participatory consent
Compulsory mediation information referral also holds the potential at least to allow the
informed consent of parties’ participation in the process. While there is divergent practice to
drawing parties in to mediation at present, any new mechanism introduced needs consistency
of messaging to ensure that information about mediation is given in a fair and balanced way
and that proper vetting for inappropriate cases in the intake process131 is carried out. In terms
of screening we should be aware of the perverse incentives that particular funding models
may hold for an over-zealous approach to client conversion thus channelling inappropriate
cases into the process132. The main professional body in the field, Scottish Mediation133, could
work with current and future providers to develop and establish best practice here. In
particular, in dealing with LiPs involved as they are in a court process, emphasising the fact
that mediation is not fundamentally concerned with ensuring that legal rights are given effect
to is absolutely crucial.
In terms of those who should conduct mediations, lead mediators who take cases in the courts
currently in the extant programmes in Edinburgh and through the Strathclyde University
mediation clinic as well as those on the Scottish Mediation Helpline are all required to be
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members of the Scottish Mediation Register134 and this should continue. The system,
however, needs proper financing. Indeed, reports suggest that sheriffs are unhappy that the
mediation rules under simple procedure are not underpinned with a fully funded scheme135.
The Director of the Strathclyde Mediation Clinic has also suggested that the current system is
unsustainable.136

The fact that mediation is currently largely provided pro bono, lends

support to the argument that mediation represents second class justice. Pro bono delivery
has largely been the norm in Scotland for court connected mediation thus far drawing on the
good will of the mediation community. This has occurred not least because of the difficulty
that mediators have had in gaining experience. So mediators may seek to expand their own
future employment opportunities as well as the field more generally through pro bono work.
Equally those currently training or taking academic mediation programmes are generally keen
to gain experience through co-mediating, so the supply of mediators willing to operate gratis
seems secure. The roll out of mediation throughout sheriff courts in Scotland, however, has
the potential to lead to much greater demand for mediation services and the patchy
availability of service in Scotland renders a comprehensive and consistent approach
unlikely137. The current situation with free mediation provision in some areas where court
schemes already exist, but where the service is only available at cost elsewhere is not easily
defended.
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While it is accepted that there is no new money for post-Gill developments, as noted above
in this paper, evidence suggests that mediation can be cost effective in the court environment
in Scotland consonant with efficiency-based policy aims and that in particular up-front
investment can lead to savings for the public purse down the line. In terms of the model for
delivery, Scottish Mediation argue that a Social Enterprise model should be deployed which
is ‘an appropriate vehicle for the mix of Scottish Government funding and income generation
which will be required to run the service’.138 The proposal anticipates charging a small
administrative fee from users – perhaps a proportion of the parties’ filing fee in simple
procedure - to complement Scottish government funding.139 Fee charging for public goods
such as civil justice is a controversial issue but is consonant with the fee regime that applies
in Scotland for accessing civil courts with its recent shift towards a ‘user pays’ principle 140.
Unless modest and tightly means-tested, any additional fee for mediation is, however, likely
to act as a barrier for development.
Tackling informed outcome consent
As set out above, given the justice missions of courts and the potential for unfairness to
permeate outcomes involving party litigants in particular, the argument for ensuring informed
outcome consent in court based mediation is an attractive one, albeit one hard to implement
in practice.
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truncated form of formal justice. The decisions produced by this mechanism presided over
by summary sheriffs with its scaled down procedure and limited timeframes cannot be said
to necessarily deliver justice in the pure sense.

Rather the process represents an

approximation of formal justice or a vehicle seeking to deliver just outcomes but in a
proportionate manner. In this light, arguments for ensuring that formal justice is given effect
to – at least in terms of allowing parties to determine whether to jettison legal rights in favour
of other interests - are less compelling. Nonetheless, to guard against possible abuse of the
process and potential manifestly unfair settlements, a measure of objectives fairness –in the
sense of making parties aware of the potential legal norms underpinning an action - needs
to be injected into court-based mediation.
Nolan-Handley is persuasive at least in theory regarding the need for mediators to ensure
informed outcome consent but how it would operate in practice is not spelt out sufficiently.
Unless it were determined that only qualified Scots lawyers141 could mediate in the court
connected setting, and that they were obliged to set out the legal ramifications of each
parties’ case as part of their role, it is difficult to see how mediators would be capable of
ensuring informed consent in the fullest sense. Excluding non-lawyers from mediating in the
simple procedure context is unattractive for a range of reasons. Although lawyers can and do
make excellent mediators, preclusion of lay mediators would remove huge swathes of
experience and expertise from the pool of service providers. Moreover, it is not in the interest
of the field as a whole to expedite further the current domination of lawyers in mediation in
many areas.142
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On lawyer domination in mediation see Clark above n. 4 para 3.4

requirement upon mediators to ensure informed outcome consent is fraught with ethical and
practical problems related to remaining impartial and potential liability for misinformation.
Nonetheless, in court connected mediation it may be useful for all mediators (including lay
mediators) to be
well versed in appropriate knowledge regarding the legal backdrop to disputes that
come before them… including an understanding of… the civil court system, remedies
available and rules relating to the costs of such regimes…and a general understanding
of basic underpinning law… such as contract and tort143
Such a knowledge base might allow mediators to contribute to informed outcome consent
(without rendering them responsible for it) by enhancing their abilities to reality test and get
parties thinking about potential legal rights that might be pertinent in their case. Training
programmes could be adapted for in-court mediators to ensure that the above issues are
covered144.
As this paper has highlighted, while external legal assistance may be instrumental in
promoting the informed outcome consent of all mediating parties, it would be unrealistic,
however to make lawyers available to all party litigants in the simple procedure mediation
setting. Nonetheless, making greater use of lay advisors to assist LiPs in mediation may
provide a more realistic remedy.
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Although there is some controversy around the use of lay advisors in civil courts in the UK,145
evidence suggests that non-lawyer representation aids the lot of LiPs significantly.146 There
is no reason why this should not be the case in terms of mediation advocacy. Indeed, lay
advisors are common in some mediation contexts147. While the more limited legal expertise
of the lay advisor compared to qualified lawyers may represent a deficiency in formal justice
terms, experienced and properly trained lay support in mediation can assist in aiding parties’
comprehension of the meaning of agreements reached and thus ensuring informed outcome
consent. More broadly, non-lawyer advocates may assist LiPs to more meaningfully engage
in mediation. As Wolski notes, there is wide range of activities that advocates in mediation
may undertake on behalf of their clients, many of which may be particularly well suited to lay
advisors and lawyers alike148.

These include acting as “advisor and counsellor”,

“spokesperson”, “negotiator”, “strategic intervener” (to protect from unfair bargaining or
from pressure from mediators), “evaluator, risk assessor and agent of reality” and “document
drafter”.149
Lay advisors already operate in the Scottish civil court setting. For example, in certain Scottish
geographical areas there exist in-court advice schemes.150 Although such programmes do not
provide legal advice per se they can provide advice and support. Pro bono assistance through
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University law clinics, law centres and CABs is also available although provision is patchy
throughout Scotland. If mediation is to become an established part of simple procedure in
Scotland then awareness-raising of, and training in mediation representation could be
developed for those who currently assist party litigants. For example, appropriately trained
and supervised law students could be engaged to act as party advocates in mediation where
those parties lack legal representation.151 Many law students including those who work in
university law clinics in Scotland now receive instruction in mediation.152 Extending the incourt advisory service to other sheriff courts would also be another pertinent development,153
coupled with a greater role for assistance in and around mediation as party advocates154.
While there may be those that see the use of lay advisors in mediation as a token gesture to
rights assertion, their use can be defended as a proportionate response in the context of
simple procedure and one designed to limit the extremities of injustice that could otherwise
occur.

Conclusion
That mediation is here to stay in Scotland seems indisputable. In general, this should be seen
as positive. Evidence suggests that mediation can make a useful contribution in assisting
disputing parties realise their own sense of personal justice while also addressing the need to
save public costs and judicial time in the administration of civil justice. It is hence correct that
151
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those involved in the administration of Scottish civil justice should take steps to help expedite
the use of mediation and divert LiPs in particular from the civil courts. Nonetheless, the
current scenario as it applies to mediation in simple procedure is far from perfect. The
present hotchpotch system produces a fragmented, inconsistent approach across the
country. This is unsustainable. The lack of a unified scheme for mediation and proper funding
means both that Scotland will miss out on the true potential of the process and also fuels the
anti-justice, ‘cheap option for cheap cases’ assault on the process. Equally, mediation should
not be used to supplant access to formal justice. In light of the recent UK Supreme Court
judgement declaring employment tribunal fees unlawful,155 the need to ensure proportionate
access to courts and legal remedies is clear. Efficiency aims should not be the sole drivers of
mediation development.
For mediation, this means that parties who encounter the process in the context of civil court
proceedings are made aware of what they have signed up to both in participating within
mediation and also in forging any agreements therein. They also need to have some
understanding at least of what legal remedies they may be giving up in the process.
The measures outlined above to promote informed participation and outcome consent reflect
these concerns in a proportionate way. There is of course a need to live in the real world,
countenancing the practical limitations that financial constraints necessarily place on civil
justice systems. Especially in simple procedure –this summary court procedure for lower level
disputes –there is a need to be realistic in what can be achieved in the name of ensuring that
a measure of justice is available in every case. Nonetheless, a unified system of referral to
mediation providing consistency in information provision to parties is arguably a
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proportionate step in the quest for ensuring informed participatory consent for all user across
the country.
Though laudable in theory, ensuring informed outcome consent is more challenging in
practice.

As argued above, informed outcome consent should not fall within the

responsibilities of those mediating even if they may contribute to it. Nonetheless, assistance
in and around the system is needed to promote informed outcome consent in a proportionate
sense especially where participants are not legally represented. This paper has argued that
marshalling lay advisors to assist in this would be a laudable development and one that is
more realistic in the context of our financially hidebound civil justice system than providing
legal representation. There will entail costs but this article has already outlined the potential
financial savings that mediation can reap for users as well as the State. Moreover, lay advisors
are already present and contributing to the civil court system in Scotland, so there is a kernel
of expertise that can be grown. The Scottish government should work with existing in-court
advisors, university law clinics, public law centres and citizens’ advice bureaux to help fund,
establish and develop appropriate training programmes and ensure the roll out of advisors to
assist the lot of mediating LiPs across all of Scotland’s sheriff courts. Such a development has
the potential to offer a mediation service best fit for delivery within simple procedure in
Scotland.

